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KNotes looks very much like kmail but with a different interface. Rather
than dealing with a huge mail server with a plethora of features, you deal
with a simple application that handles you notes in KDE. You can
categorize them, organize them into folders, and sync them across
multiple systems. The graphics quality of KNotes is probably at the
average of the other KDE apps I've used. I'm sure in a better resolution it
would look like something considerably prettier. It's actually possible to
add pretty backgrounds, for example in a student environment you might
have a whole wall with them as the default note background. You can
access Knotes from the desktop, from inside a Krunner window, or from the
command line with knotes, so there's more than one way of accessing
Knotes. I'm not a fan of the ever present sorting option though. The other
sort method is alphabetical, and it's definitely useful to be able to find any
specific note by looking for a specific letter. Knotes doesn't save the time
you've spent organizing the notes, so you have to repeat that work every
time you open the notes. The other annoying thing is that it tends to take
forever to open Knotes, loading a ton of KDE services at startup. With that
being said, I did find it useful for my use case. I've had the alarm set for
several weeks now and even if I don't remember the name of the person
I've promised I'll be sure to remember what their notes say. Additionally,
the application is a great way to store passwords and various other
information. If you want to change the appearance of the Gnote window,
you can do that by clicking on the Preferences button on the titlebar. From
the Preferences window, you can change the background color, font, and
how the Gnote window displays itself.
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use in graphical applications. it is a general font family, suitable for use in
the design of any kind of document, but designed with such projects in

mind as: icons logos back-cover copy and other lettering banners
presentation slides company names software titles content-management
systems the font was designed by marcin wronkiewicz. it is also available
as a light weight version (nyi nay min knote light), and a bold version (nyi

nay min knote bold). 5ec8ef588b
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